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NASCAR WHELEN EURO SERIES ANNOUNCES GLOBAL TV COVERAGE
BROADCASTS IN MORE THAN 180 COUNTRIES

Daytona Beach, Florida, 09.05.2015, 18:37 Time

USPA NEWS - More than 350 millions fans all over the world will enjoy race-highlights and behind scenes of the NASCAR Whelen
Euro Series, thanks to an action-packed 52-minute long magazine that will be broadcasted by 13 partners in more than 180 countries.

Every fan across Europe will access the EuroNASCAR content, which will be available in different languages, thanks to many great
partners : Premiere Sports UK will be the broadcaster for the United Kingdom while AB Moteurs will air to the French Speaking
countries and Turkey. Motorvision will cover German-speaking countries, while Viasat will broadcast the NWES magazine in
Scandinavia. Iberic fans will be able to follow the action on Canal Plus/Prisa TV in Spain and on Sport TV in Portugal, Mozambique,
Angola and Capo Verde. ORF will also air the program on a large scale in Austria.

Racing network Motors TV will be back to diffuse the NWES magazine in 42 European Countries and will also expand to the United
States with THEMA and Latin America through AlternaTV.
Coverage of the official European NASCAR Series will be worldwide: In South America, Fox Sports Latin America will bring the action
to 48 countries, and leading free-to-air Brazilian information TV channel Record News ““ 106 millions potential viewers ““ went even
further by also joining the Series with its own team Record News Racing, featuring William Ayer Jr. and Gabriela Prado at the Wheel of
the #21 Record News Chevrolet Camaro.

ASN, Fox Sports Asia and Fox Sports Australia will ensure the Series´ presence in Asia and Oceania while Abu Dhabi Media will
cover 25 countries in Africa and the Middle East.
Fans will be close to the action and have full access to a lot of digital contents starting with live streaming of every races on
www.Fanschoice.tv, the platform representing a joint effort from NASCAR, AMA Pro Racing and IMSA to live stream races and other
motorsports events worldwide. Highlights, news, short contents will be available on the EuroNASCAR social network profiles : the
EuroNASCAR Youtube channel, Facebook and Twitter.
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